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Abstract By combining crystallographic and NMR
structural data for RNA-bound amino acids within ribos-
witches, aptamers, and RNPs, chemical principles govern-
ing specific RNA interaction with amino acids can be
deduced. Such principles, which we summarize in a ‘‘polar
profile’’, are useful in explaining newly selected specific
RNA binding sites for free amino acids bearing varied side
chains charged, neutral polar, aliphatic, and aromatic. Such
amino acid sites can be queried for parallels to the genetic
code. Using recent sequences for 337 independent binding
sites directed to 8 amino acids and containing 18,551
nucleotides in all, we show a highly robust connection
between amino acids and cognate coding triplets within their
RNA binding sites. The apparent probability (P) that cog-
nate triplets around these sites are unrelated to binding sites
is%5.3 9 10-45 for codons overall, and P % 2.1 9 10-46
for cognate anticodons. Therefore, some triplets are
unequivocally localized near their present amino acids.
Accordingly, there was likely a stereochemical era during
evolution of the genetic code, relying on chemical interac-
tions between amino acids and the tertiary structures of RNA
binding sites. Use of cognate coding triplets in RNA binding
sites is nevertheless sparse, with only 21% of possible trip-
lets appearing. Reasoning from such broad recurrent trends
in our results, a majority (approximately 75%) of modern
amino acids entered the code in this stereochemical era;
nevertheless, a minority (approximately 21%) of modern
codons and anticodons were assigned via RNA binding sites.
A Direct RNA Template scheme embodying a credible early
history for coded peptide synthesis is readily constructed
based on these observations.
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Introduction
I am particularly struck by the difficulty of getting
[the genetic code] started unless there is some basis in
the specificity of interaction between nucleic acids
and amino acids or polypeptide to build upon. (Wo-
ese 1967)
Nonetheless, it is clear that at some early stage in the
evolution of life the direct association of amino acids
with polynucleotides, which was later to evolve into
the genetic code, must have begun. (Orgel 1968)
Part I: The Observed Mechanism of RNA–Amino Acid
Interaction
Just above, Carl Woese and Leslie Orgel, writing at the dawn
of molecular biology and coding, suppose that chemical
interactions between nucleotide sequences and amino acids
are an indispensable basis for the genetic code. It is the
conclusion of the present narrative that such interactions are
easily demonstrated, utilize plausible, simple chemistry, and
can indeed be shown to echo part of the genetic code.
Part I relies on recent structural work. Three-dimen-
sional information that includes RNA-bound amino acids
at high resolution is now well known, such as the
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methionines in three different riboswitches specific for S-
adenosyl methionine (Gilbert et al. 2008; Lu et al. 2008;
Montange and Batey 2006). Moreover, structures for the
aptamer domain for the lysine riboswitch (Garst et al.
2008; Serganov et al. 2008) and an aptamer for citrulline
and arginine (Yang et al. 1996), and a natural arginine
binding site (Pugilisi et al. 1993) can also be consulted.
Comparison and moderate extrapolation from these struc-
tures suggest that it will be possible for RNA sites to exist
that bind most of the 20 major amino acids, though the
abundances of RNA structures containing sites will likely
vary, as will their affinity and discrimination.
The first order of business is a rationale for binding
based on characterized amino acid sites. This is both log-
ically and historically important, because theories for the
origin of the genetic code based on affinity were discour-
aged by the supposed lack of such sites in early experi-
ments, such as Paul Doty’s early experiments on rRNA.
This skepticism about RNA–amino acid affinity persisted
at least until an amino acid binding site was located in the
group I active center (Yarus 1988; Yarus and Christian
1989).
In recent experiments, RNA has proven to have
unforeseen chemical versatility (Chen et al. 2007). In
particular, RNA is able to specifically bind varied ligands,
both fitting them to preformed binding sites and more
commonly, adaptively surrounding them (Hermann and
Patel 2000). Conformational change that surrounds a ligand
is important because it means that the bound state contains
not only the four nucleotides, but also incorporates the
chemical capabilities of a non-nucleotide ligand. Thus a
limited chemical environment, composed of only four
related ribonucleotide monomers, is enriched by the bind-
ing reaction, which adds new bonds and new structural
opportunities. It is this enveloping conformational adapta-
tion, of course, that is exploited for the throwing of regu-
latory riboswitches. For many RNA ligands, sites of varied
complexity exist, with more complex sites capable of
generally tighter binding (Carothers et al. 2004).
The Polar Profile
We summarize known structures by saying that RNA looks
at polar and nearby profile elements of a bound amino acid.
That is, it fixes the amino acid primarily by polar forces
directed at charged or partially charged atoms and groups,
and then inspects the nearby neutral profile to make sure it
has the correct shape and extension. In this way, RNA can
assess even partially aliphatic ligands.
Polar elements are easily detected by directing hydrogen
bonds or ionic or partial charges to them. Such groups are
plentiful in RNA. Therefore, it is straightforward for RNA
to bind an amino acid via its polar features. An important
initial implication is that all free amino acids may be RNA
bound, because the a-amino and a-carboxyl are always
present, supplying good complements to the hydrogen
bonding donors and acceptors, for example, at the periph-
eries of bases, base pairs, and base triples. Even if the
carboxyl is uncharged due to esterification by an activating
leaving group (as in the adenylates or ribose esters which
are presently universal translation substrates), the ester will
offer its lone pairs of electrons as a hydrogen bond
acceptor. The shape and extension (profile) of the side
chain can be measured starting from these common polar
points.
For example, in the type I (‘‘SAM box’’) riboswitch, the
replacement (by hydrogen) of either the a-amino or a-
carboxyl of SAM methionine reduces its apparent KD by
more than 33,000-fold (Lim et al. 2006). This is well
explained by crystallography of the type I riboswitch SAM
aptamer. The structure reveals a base triple combining
helical and joining nucleotides to precisely engage both a-
carbon substituents of the SAM methionine via a reticulum
of hydrogen bonds (Montange and Batey 2006). Similar a-
carbon–nucleobase interactions, particularly via G nucle-
otides, are frequent (similar interactions in the lysine ri-
boswitch are discussed below) (Fig. 1).
Or alternatively, if the amino acid has a polar side chain,
the focus of the binding site can be the polar group of the
side chain. This alternative case, a single-ended site
focused on the side chain, is the method of the binding site
in a citrulline–arginine aptamer (Yang et al. 1996), which
we will discuss further below.
An important addition to the above ‘primary features’,
from which a profile can be measured, is that aromatic
rings may be counted among such features. First of all,
such separation of p-electrons from nuclear charges, even
if symmetrical, produces quadrupole moments. These
enable aromatic rings to interact as polar elements with
approaching cations, forming bonds that are as strong as
Fig. 1 Interaction with a-carbon groups: a GCG nucleotide triple
within the binding site of the SAM I aptamer (Montange and Batey
2006) forms four hydrogen bonds to the a-amino (blue nitrogen) and
the a-carboxyl (red oxygens) of SAM methionine
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other normal secondary interactions in water (Dougherty
1996). In other words, aromatic rings are polar elements,
without metaphor or approximation, and as one result, form
p-cation bonds (Fig. 2).
Secondly, the layering of aromatic amino acid side
chains (phe, tyr, trp, his, arg) on nucleobases, via the
complex of entropic, polar, and fluctuation forces known as
the stacking interaction, has been known as a primary
mode of amino acid–nucleic acid interaction since the
earliest nucleoprotein structures became available (Nagai
1996). A recent and striking specific example (Fig. 3)
comes from the Puf proteins or pumilio homology
domains, which are a repeated a-helical structure in which
each helical repeat supplies an amino acid side chain to
stack on and sandwich successive bound RNA bases
(Wang et al. 2002). Thus by either of the above two means,
an aromatic amino acid side chain may also be a group that
strongly localizes an amino acid so that its adjacent profile
may be determined.
When amino acid side chains contain charged or other
intensely polar sites, a full repertoire of RNA groups is
available to interact with side chain atoms. A salient
example is the aptamer of the lysine riboswitch (Garst et al.
2008).
With its a-amino and a-carboxyl fixed by interaction
with multiple G’s, somewhat in the manner of the SAM I
aptamer above, the charged lysine side chain amino group
is forked by a pair of backbone hydrogen bonds to ribose
oxygen and non-bridging phosphate oxygens (Fig. 4).
These interactions are probably important, because
incorporation of lysine into a peptide cuts off interaction
(Sudarsan et al. 2003). Thus both ends of bound lysine, and
all its polar sites, are fixed by a significant confluence of
multiple directional bonds to RNA. Recurrence of inter-
actions between a-carbon substituents and an array of G-
containing base pairs in the lysine riboswitch confirms that
such interactions are probable, independent of mooring of
the amino acid to the RNA site via an adenosine residue, as
occurs in SAM aptamer structures (e.g., in Fig. 1 above).
Of course, even the aliphatic sections of side chains can
interact with nucleobases by van der Waals and hydro-
phobic (entropic) interactions. The aliphatic inner side
chain of lysine is sandwiched between the base planes of
nearby purines (Garst et al. 2008; Serganov et al. 2008)—
thus extended; its length can be measured by contacts with
the polar groups at both ends. This suffices to distinguish
lysine from similar amino acids like ornithine, whose side
chain is one methylene shorter, consequently binding
markedly more weakly than lysine (Sudarsan et al. 2003).
However, these aliphatic/purine base plane interactions are
relatively loose and non-specific. For example, the lysine
side chain is hooked, not quite completely extended in
fitting its site (Fig. 4). Further, the site has been shown to
tolerate variation and bulky, even polar, substitutions mid-
side chain, as long as the side chain remains about the right
length (Blount et al. 2007). This observed tolerance for
modification of the aliphatic part of the side chain contrasts
with the focused specificity for terminal polar groups. Side
chain length measurement within the lysine riboswitch
illustrates the simplest way that an RNA site can measure a
non-polar profile near polar features.
SAM riboswitches exhibit a more sophisticated style of
non-polar profile determination, specifically pointed to the
atom in the methionine side chain where the essential
metabolic distinction must be made. S-adenosyl methionine
(SAM) transfers its methyl group to another molecule and
becomes S-adenosyl homocysteine (SAH). Methylation of
another molecule from SAM breaks the third covalent bond
between the transferred methyl and methionine side chain
sulfur. Transfer accordingly removes the sulfur’s positive
charge to yield the neutral sulfoether of SAH. Thus genes
responsive to SAM (the substrate for methylation) usually
should not respond to SAH (substrate for methylation
depleted). In fact, there are a different set of SAH ribos-
witches to stimulate recycling of SAH to SAM (Wang et al.
2008). The difference between SAM and SAH, charge and
methyl, is therefore a crucial one (Fig. 5).
Therefore, it is interesting that the three SAM ribos-
witches whose structure is known make the SAM/SAH
distinction in similar ways. All three focus on the change in
polarity, using straightforward electrostatic bonds. The
SAM I site points the partial negative charges of two U ring
O2 carbonyls at the charged sulfur atom of SAM
Fig. 2 The benzene quadrupole (Dougherty 2007) offers possibilities
for interaction. The six C–H dipoles (above) create the electrostatic
field shown (below). Red is negative, blue positive. The potential for
binding a cation to the top of the ring appears clearly in the lower
image
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(Montange and Batey 2006); the result is about an 80-fold
preference for SAM (Lim et al. 2006). SAM II adopts a
related strategy, using O2 and O4 of two U’s from an AUU
triple (Gilbert et al. 2008) near the sulfur. The SAM III
strategy is parallel to these (Lu et al. 2008), but produces a
[100-fold preference for SAM by directing a U O4 and a
20 O atom from an adjacent nucleotide at the charged
sulfur. This description should not be thought of as
exhaustive; for example, SAM I and SAM III use a syn
Fig. 3 Stereo pair of
nucleobase-amino acid stacking
within the human pumilio-
homology domain bound to
RNA (Wang et al. 2002). The
magenta projections from the
arc of a-helical repeats on the
right are stacked amino acid
side chains from position 13 of
each pumilio-homology domain
repeat. These amino acid side
chains sandwich the
nucleobases of the stick-and-
ball model of bound RNA at the
left
Fig. 4 Lysine bound within the lysine riboswitch (Garst et al. 2008)
shows a double-ended RNA interaction. The amino acid (magenta) is
bound via hydrogen bonds to the G’s of a GC (blue) and a GU (green)
pair. The side chain e-amino (bottom) is centered by hydrogen bonds
to ribose O4 and a non-bridging phosphate oxygen of a neighboring
nucleotide (G77). The site requires a particular spacing between the
a-carbon and e-amino side chain groups by spanning interactions to
sequential nucleotides
Fig. 5 RNA interaction with methylated, charged side chain sulfur–
charged methionine sulfur (pink) within the SAM II site is recognized
deep in a major groove by two U’s of an AUU base triple (Gilbert
et al. 2008)
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conformation for the A; SAM II uses a more usual anti
adenine base. However, this makes it the more remarkable
that recognition of the S? atom is so similar in more than
three cases (because of multiple molecules in asymmetric
units).
Despite these similarities, the overall treatment of the
sulfur substituent differs greatly between the three sites.
SAM I has the methyl group pointing along the broad
minor groove of a helix (Montange and Batey 2006), added
bulk at this position makes little difference as long as the
charge is maintained (Lim et al. 2006). SAM III points the
methyl away from the site, into solvent, and makes little
distinction between methyl- and ethyl-sulfonium ion (Lu
et al. 2008). In fact, SAM III does not detectably interact
with methionine beyond the sulfur in any sense, because no
electron density is detected there.
The SAM II site (Fig. 6) uniquely makes dramatic dis-
tinctions between sulfur substituents, rejecting all alterna-
tives to SAM by more than 1000-fold (Lim et al. 2006).
This is probably because the methionine section of the
SAM II site extends along the deep narrow major groove of
an RNA helix, and methionine sulfur is hindered further by
the third strand of a pseudoknot triplex (Gilbert et al.
2008). Thus it is clear that RNA can impose definite con-
straints on the size of the non-polar region near a strongly
recognized polar feature, even when there is no more distal
polar feature that can be strongly bound.
Summary of a Polar Profile, Based on Met–, Lys–, and
Arg–RNA Complexes
1. RNA fixes polar features of its ligands, often
restraining them at the intersection of multiple direc-
tional bonds. Such restraint likely includes aromatic
and heteroaromatic rings.
2. RNA can measure the distance between such polar
features, possibly allowing substantial freedom in
apolar bridging constituents by stacking them loosely.
3. RNA can also sterically limit the size, disposition, and/
or shape of apolar groups close to the specifically
bound polar elements cited in item 1.
Of course, other specificities may be added as more RNA-
ligand structures are studied. This is particularly true
because this analysis is based on only a few amino acid
side chains and a few high-resolution co-structures.
Part II: Selected Amino Acid Binding Sites
We now appraise the properties of selected RNA-bound
amino acids. The lists below contain the most prevalent
independent binding sites (each from a different parental
molecule) recovered by selection for nine amino acid affin-
ities, beginning with randomized RNA sequence libraries. In
some cases the sites have been subjected to squeezed
selection, reducing the size of the randomized RNA until
affinity selection fails (Lozupone et al. 2003). These site(s),
requiring the smallest space (minimal number of nucleo-
tides), are generally in agreement with the most prevalent
sites recovered when space is abundant (Legiewicz et al.
2005). Therefore, there exist multiple data implying that
these sites (especially for Ile, Trp and His) are the simplest,
most easily found amino acid binding sites composed of
RNA. Squeezed selections, with differently sized random-
ized tracts also generate many new independent sequenced
binding sites. These were not yet available during our last
comprehensive review (Caporaso et al. 2005; Yarus et al.
2005). Thus, we can now assess an enlarged site library about
seven times the previous size, making it likely that this
review has greater resolution than any previous analysis.
In performing this review, we have several purposes.
Even with no explicit mechanism in mind, binding of
amino acids by RNAs is a possible source of primordial
coding. The chemical properties of the interaction are
therefore of interest, as indicated by the quotes at the head
of this Chapter. Further, we can compare these newly
known sites with the expected properties of a polar profile,
to see if our generalization from recently known amino
acid–RNA structures makes sense of selection data. If so,
we may access a deeper understanding of amino acid
Fig. 6 SAM (pink) in the SAM II riboswitch site; a restrictive steric
interaction (Gilbert et al. 2008)—SAM adenosine is at the top, and the
a-carbon of methionine at the bottom. The snug major groove channel
for the amino acid within the green and orange helical triplex is
apparent
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affinity, and even be able to anticipate some yet unseen
interactions. In fact, amino acids that offer a more diverse
polar profile appear to be bound to RNA more strongly and
with more specificity.
Brief descriptions and sequence lists follow. The lists
give independently isolated examples of selected RNAs,
with initially randomized binding site nucleotides in upper
case and the non-site nucleotides in lower case. Site
nucleotides are defined by sequence conservation across
independent isolations, and/or by chemical and enzymatic
protections and sensitizations by amino acid ligands, and/or
as well as by binding interference and facilitation after
prior chemical modification. A (capitalized) site nucleotide
is therefore protected by ligand from enzymatic or chem-
ical attack, interferes with ligand binding if modified, or is
independently conserved, or any combination of these
properties. Non-site nucleotides in the same selected mol-
ecules (in lower case) have none of these properties, and
serve as controls for our analysis (Knight and Landweber
1998). The site sequence files are the most complete
presently available, and have been checked for accuracy,
often against original data. Sequence curation has also been
more rigorous; for example, cases where site triplets
appeared to be forced by interaction with fixed flanking
nucleotides have been eliminated. Sequence libraries below
are available as text files on request.
Arginine
The side chain guanidinium ion has a resonant stacking pi
electron system, a positive charge, and in addition a pattern
of hydrogen bonding that matches well with the edges of
nucleobases. Arginine thus presents a prototypical double
ended polar profile, in which both a-carbon groups and the
guanidinium terminus of its long side chain can interact
with an RNA site.
The RNA sequences of arginine sites resist generaliza-
tion, because they come from five different selections
which employ varied methods and found varied binding
sites in which no structure recurred. However, an NMR
structure of one aptamer complex (Yang et al. 1996) is
available, as is an arginine–TAR RNA complex (Pugilisi
et al. 1993). The former complex shows a cage of nucle-
obases offering H-bonds to guanidinium, an aliphatic side
chain stretched out across a purine nucleobase, then a
simultaneous H-bond from a-amino to ribose, confirming
the expected RNA focus on the two polar sites. The latter
complex shows guanidinium stacked under one nucleotide
and paired with the major groove face of G just below. This
resembles the original arginine–RNA complex in the group
I active center (Yarus and Majerfield 1992).
Different selected arginine sites range from
KD = 0.33 lM to 4 mM for the L-amino acid (DG = -9
to -3.3 kcal/mol), consistent with multiposition interac-
tions with RNA sites. Further, the multiplicity of different
binding site structures observed after selections is consis-
tent with multiple opportunities for RNA–amino acid
interaction; arginine is perhaps more flexibly bound than
any other amino acid.
This flexibility permits the selection method to have a
substantial effect the sites detected. A rigorous selection
(Geiger et al. 1996) for side chain selectivity and slow
dissociation yields likely double-ended sites with low KD
(=0.33 lM) and high enantioselection (KL/D = 12,000). If
selection is relaxed, likely single-ended sites with KD of
millimolar range are recovered (Connell et al. 1993; Tao
and Frankel 1996). Single-ended properties are often
obvious: some sites (Connell et al. 1993) make little dis-
tinction between L- and D-arginine, and bind guanidinium
approximately as well as the complete amino acid. This can
be of experimental importance because, for evolutionary
purposes, the smallest, simplest, easiest to find sites are
often sought (Lozupone et al. 2003). If an amino acid
allows both double-ended and single-ended sites, it is the
single-ended class of site which is probably emphasized by
experimental selection for simplicity.
The site sequence list of arginine binding RNAs below
contains &7 times as many independent sites and &7
times as many nucleotides as the previously analyzed site
population (Yarus et al. 2005). A ‘‘[’’marks the beginning
of each sequence; after a line of identifying information, a
line feed leads to the actual RNA sequence (lower case,
non-site; caps, site nt).
Glutamine
This amino acid presents an RNA binding puzzle. Despite
an obvious double-ended polar profile and a side chain
amide that should readily and multiply H-bond to nucleo-
bases, it is very difficult to isolate RNAs that bind the free
amino acid. A partially randomized RNA had almost no
selectable affinity for glutamine (less than four other amino
acids (Famulok 1994)); and selections for L-glutamine
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affinity in completely randomized RNAs often fail outright
(Majerfeld et al. 2005). Nevertheless, low affinity sites
have been obtained, in unpublished selections by C. Scerch
and G.P. Tocchini-Valentini (KD & 2 9 10
-2 M; DG =
-2.3 kcal/mol), and these are listed below. In the spirit of
the polar profile, perhaps the polar sites of glutamine are at
an awkward spacing for simultaneous interaction with an
RNA site. In any case, this is in accord with evidence that
glutamine entered the code by a second non-stereochemical
route (Wong 1981; Yarus et al. 2005) not dependent on
interaction with RNA.
Histidine
The predominant histidine RNA binding site (Majerfeld
et al. 2005) is relatively simple, consisting of a hairpin with
an adjacent internal loop. This binding site is highly
selective for the side chain, for example, rejecting the other
positively charged side chains on lysine and arginine. It is
also sensitive to the protonation of the side chain imidaz-
ole, preferring the protonated form (the imidazole is un-
protonated and uncharged as drawn above). Thus it may
utilize stacking and hydrogen bonding to the charged
imidazole side chain terminus, which would make it
strongly double-ended in polar profile. These side chain
specificities are accompanied by L-stereoselectivity of 100–
900-fold in different isolates. These data suggest that the
most readily formed histidine site is a double-ended
structure like the lysine riboswitch (Fig. 4), which detects
both side chain and a-carbon features. KD for the most
prevalent site is about 1.2 9 10-5 M (DG = -6.8 kcal/
mol), again suggesting multiple points of contact with
RNA.
The following site list has 4 times as many independent
sequences and 4.5 times as many ribonucleotides as were
available before (Yarus et al. 2005).
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Isoleucine
Isoleucine’s interaction with RNA is one of the most fre-
quently explored of the amino acid interactions (Majerfeld
and Yarus 1998). The predominant site is reproducibly
isolated in the majority when RNA affinity for isoleucine is
selected (Legiewicz et al. 2005; Lozupone et al. 2003). The
binding region is an asymmetric internal loop that distin-
guished norleucine (same volume as isoleucine but a different
shape) by 0.5 kcal/mol. The RNA site (Majerfeld and Yarus
1998) had KD = 0.5–1.2 9 10
-3 M (DG & 4 kcal/mol),
and favored L- over D-Ile by ninefold (1.3 kcal/mol). These
moderate affinities and selectivities, directed at both the
a-carbon and side chain, seem consistent with isoleucine’s
likely single-ended polar profile.
The independent isoleucine binding RNAs in the library
below are 30-fold more sites and nucleotides than have
previously been available for analysis (Yarus et al. 2005).
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Leucine
The leucine binding site was obtained alongside (I. Majer-
feld, M. Illangasekare, and M. Yarus, unpublished) and by
the same method of Sepharose-amino acid affinity elution as
in the published phenylalanine selection (Illangasekare and
Yarus 2002). The RNA family below was recovered 15 times
(27% of the selected RNAs) and was the only isolate that
responded to free L-leucine. The binding site is known from
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S1 nuclease protection, Pb2? protections, and DMS and
CMCT base modification interference experiments.
Leucine’s aliphatic side chain should present a strongly
single-ended profile for RNA binding. This is consistent with
Leu 112’s moderate KD = 1.1 9 10
-3 M (DG =
-4.1 kcal/mol) along with an indistinguishable affinity for
norleucine, but rejection of differently shaped isoleucine by
more than 2 kcal/mol. Stereoselectivity against D-Leu is
about fifty-fold (2.3 kcal/mol).
Phenylalanine
The benzene in the Phe side chain can stack on nucleobases
(Fig. 3, above), making phenylalanine an amino acid with a
double-ended polar profile. Predominant selected Phe sites
are three-helix RNA junctions with KD = 4.5 9 10
-5 M
(DG = -6.0 kcal/mol), consistent with a multipoint
binding profile. Some sites express side chain selectivity,
distinguishing phenylalanine, tyrosine, and tryptophan side
chains, and are highly stereoselective as well (Illangasekare
and Yarus 2002), confirming the potentially double-ended
focus of an RNA binding site.
Tryptophan
The large heteroaromatic side chain should stack and form
polar bonds. Thus tryptophan is an example of a double-
ended amino acid that can be bound to RNA via both the a-
carbon groups and side chain. This is consistent with fre-
quent RNA sites that bind several aromatic amino acids,
but not other types of side chains (Majerfeld and Yarus
2005; Zinnen and Yarus 1995), consistent with a focus on
the aromatic grouping. These sites can relatively have low
KD (e.g., 12 lM; DG = -6.8 kcal/mol) for simple RNA
binding structures consisting of a small symmetrical
internal loop (Majerfeld and Yarus 2005). The predominant
and simplest tryptophan site selected is particularly sensi-
tive to a-carbon substitutions, and also requires the het-
eroaromatic indole side chain grouping, as would be
predicted for a two-ended polar profile (Majerfeld and
Yarus 2005). Further, the DG suggests the formation of
several substantial secondary bonds, consistent with this
discussion.
Tryptophan binding RNAs in this library increase the
number of independently isolated sites by almost 5-fold,
and the length of sequences available by almost 4-fold,
compared to that previously analyzed (Yarus et al.
2005).
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Tyrosine
The phenolic side chain of tyrosine makes it double-ended
in polar profile, potentially offering an RNA ring interac-
tions including stacking, and H-bonding to its side chain
hydroxyl as well. In fact, it proved easy to convert dopa-
mine-binding RNAs to L-tyrosine sites (Mannironi et al.
2000). The RNA sites are hairpins adjacent to a helix
junction, and maximally bind L-Tyr with KD = 23 lM;
DG = -6.4 kcal/mol). These sites prove to be L-stereo-
selective by 11-fold, and to require the side chain hydroxyl
for best affinity, confirming a moderate double-ended
specificity profile (Mannironi et al. 2000).
Valine
The prevalent valine site in RNA is an internal loop, 4 over
10 nucleotides. Its derivation did not permit deduction of
RNA site nucleotides, so we have not used it below for
coding triplet calculations. Interest in its original detection
(Majerfeld and Yarus 1994) was instead focused on data
suggesting that it preferred L-valine and could distinguish
amino acid side chains that differed from valine by one
methylene group by up to 1.6 kcal/mol. This raised the
unexpected possibility that RNA sites could distinguish
aliphatic hydrophobic structures by interacting with them
productively. However, the polar profile puts this obser-
vation in a new light.
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We would now reinterpret these observations in terms of
the polar profile of L-valine, which would predict binding
of its a-carbon polar groups, and detection of the shape
and/or volume of the adjacent aliphatic side chain. This
new interpretation is supported by data emphasized in the
original discussion (Table 2, (Majerfeld and Yarus 1994)),
showing that the 1.6 kcal/mol distinction only occurred
when a methylene group was moved or removed on L-
valine itself. The distinction made between smaller side
chains differing by a methylene was considerably smaller.
This suggests that the RNA site wraps around bound
valine, and the cognate valine side chain allows the for-
mation of an optimally stable surrounding RNA structure.
Thus perturbations (±methylene) from or to valine’s shape
alter stability of the complex, but the same perturbation far
from the correct side chain shape and volume has less
effect. In this way, the valine site acts as predicted from
polar profiling. The relatively low net free energy of
interaction (KD = 1.2 9 10
-2 M; DG = -2.7 kcal/mol)
is consistent with a single-ended polar profile emphasizing
a-carbon substituents.
Conclusions for Selected Amino Acid Sites
Viewed now from the vantage provided by the above 337
independently derived sites containing 18,551 total nt, with
4,945 nt of these within sequences essential to amino acid
binding activity (sites), selection for RNA affinity for these
nine amino acids has a roughly predictable outcome.
Amino acids that offer and are bound via a double-ended
polar profile, so that both ends of a bound ligand are caged,
can be bound to RNA with KD & 10
-6–10-4 M,
DG & -8 to -5.5 kcal/mol.
However, outcomes will vary with the rigor of the
selection, even for a particular amino acid. In particular,
double-ended polar profiles can decline to single-
endedness. This is well illustrated in selections for arginine
affinity. A potentially double-ended profile can yield only a
single-ended site in a selection for low affinity, for exam-
ple, when smallest RNA sites are sought. These single-
ended sites still distinguish side chains satisfactorily, and
so are still potentially relevant to coding. In particular, they
might still contain unique cognate triplets, which must
differ between amino acids and therefore would likely
participate selectively in side chain specific, rather than
a-carbon, interactions.
Aliphatic amino acids that offer only single-ended polar
profiles bind with about half the free energy of double-
ended ones, KD & 10
-3–10-2 M, DG & -4 to
-2.8 kcal/mol. A crucial point for coding is that, under
roughly physiological conditions, both classes of sites
show sufficient affinity to bind amino acids from very
dilute solutions, and in doing so, can exert considerable
stereoselectivity under ‘biochemical’ conditions. Selec-
tions on the uniquely recalcitrant L-glutamine offer a
known exception to the above classification.
A translation system made of RNA also must show
chemical selectivity (or there will be no coding). In the
reviewed RNA sites, there usually is side chain selec-
tivity of several orders of magnitude, though off-target
affinities can be so small for mismatched amino acids in
single-ended sites that they are difficult to measure. E-
nantioselection is onefold (no selection; 0 kcal/mol) to
several tens-fold (ca. 2 kcal/mol) in single-ended sites,
and is 10- to thousands-fold (ca. 1–5 kcal/mol) in dou-
ble-ended ones. Like enantioselection, all forms of
selectivity against congeners tend to be greater with
potentially double-ended, rather than single-ended, polar
profiles. This is probably because single-ended sites,
particularly for aliphatic hydrophobic side chains that
must emphasize a-carbon polar groups, discriminate side
chains indirectly by yoking an adaptive RNA site con-
firmation to an embedded side chain shape and size. For
some purposes it may be important that binding which
distinguishes only slightly between different aromatic
(Phe, Tyr, Trp), cationic (Arg, His, Lys), or similar
aliphatic side chains (Val, Ile, Leu) is also known. That
is, known RNAs could also support ambiguous transla-
tion that embraces chemically similar amino acids (Fitch
and Upper 1987).
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Therefore, RNA sites can easily bind amino acids or
carboxyl-activated amino acids (see ‘‘Part IV: A Model’’),
making sufficient distinctions among them to support
coded peptide synthesis, in which a pre-coded stereoisomer
and side chain selectivity would potentially be emphasized
at each encoded position. Though it could not be obvious
beforehand even to prescient observers like Carl Woese or
Leslie Orgel, amino acids interacting with RNA, acting
alone, can support specific, potentially code-forming
interactions.
The above comments, perhaps surprisingly, greatly
underestimate the best RNA sites. Instead, our conclusions
are apt for the most easily isolated; that is, the simplest
possible RNA sites. For example, amino acid binding by
riboswitches employs larger RNA structures which can and
do bind more tightly than our selected sites, presumably
because riboswitch binding must generate free energy
required to drive accompanying regulatory reactions. This
is as anticipated—larger RNA sites bind GTP better
(Carothers et al. 2004) because larger sites are better pre-
structured for nucleotide binding (Carothers et al. 2006),
rather than because larger sites make more interactions.
Though amino acids are somewhat different double-ended
ligands with loose linkage, unlike nucleotides, a similar
progression might be anticipated, and has been partially
characterized for arginine (Geiger et al. 1996).
We now proceed to analysis of the site-selected
sequences listed above, which requires specific quantitative
comparisons via computation.
Part III: Evaluation of the Distribution of Coding
Triplets Around RNA Sites
Shortly after specific free amino acid binding sites on RNA
were discovered (Yarus 1988) in the Group I active center,
it became clear that bound arginine was associated with a
site containing conserved arginine codons (Yarus and
Christian 1989). Such interaction potentially provided a
way to bring together RNA triplets and their cognate amino
acids in a stereochemical origin for the genetic code.
Therefore, we have embarked on an extensive search to see
if varied RNA binding sites could be found via in vitro
selection, and if they would embody the same triplet side
chain relation. This current survey addresses 24 cognate
codons and 24 anticodons potentially associated with 8
amino acids bound in 337 independently isolated binding
sites. It is the latest and broadest published test of the
concentration of cognate triplets in binding sites. Accord-
ingly, we stress new results, leaving older discussion to
reference (Yarus et al. 2005).
The relevant prediction is that coding triplets will be
unexpectedly frequent in cognate RNA–amino acid
binding sites. As a null hypothesis we assume that cognate
coding triplets are equally frequent everywhere, inside and
outside RNA binding sites. We test this hypothesis by
calculating G (with the Williams correction) for the
experimental sequences (G is a log likelihood function of
the ratio of observed to predicted abundance, assuming
equal abundance inside and outside sites) that is distributed
as chi-squared (Sokal and Rohlf 1995). Because our pre-
diction is directional, we test whether there is a higher than
expected proportion of triplets within binding sites. The
expected value for G is zero for a random distribution, and
as triplets become unexpectedly concentrated, G will
increase. Therefore large G and small P mark a significant
triplet concentration. Each individual site is compared to its
own flanking controls.
Triplets and Sites
The most easily found, simplest RNA binding sites for
eight amino acids have an exceptionally improbable
property related to the genetic code. Nucleotides essential
to amino acid binding function include an unlikely number
of cognate coding triplets (Table 1). Similar results have
now been obtained using different statistical methods
(compare (Yarus et al. 2005)), and so this conclusion is
robust to changes in the analysis. By current reckoning,
the probability that cognate coding triplets are evenly
distributed with respect to their binding sites is
PCodons = 5.3 9 10
-45 and PAnticodons = 2.1 9 10
-46.
Thus both cognate codons and anticodons are very deci-
sively non-random with respect to amino acid binding sites.
These aptamer methods produce negatives as well as pos-
itives; note that by the current calculations, neither leucine
nor glutamine sites significantly contain either kind of
triplet. Thus the above PCodons and PAnticodons, while very
impressive with respect to normal statistical testing (where
P & 5 9 10-2 to 10-2 are often taken as significant), are
even more so because they give negative results their full
weight. In the present analysis, we have counted each
independent isolation of a site as a separate event, whereas
in previous analyses we generally counted only the initial
site. However, tests of independent isolates with the same
conserved sequences confirm that they are functionally the
same; they bind with similar affinities and specificities
(Illangasekare and Yarus 2002; Majerfeld et al. 2005).
Thus counting new independent isolations seems justifiable
on first principles, and both methods give concordant
results (below).
Reproducibility
These results resemble those from previous statistical
methods (Caporaso et al. 2005; Yarus et al. 2005), obtained
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using the then-current sevenfold smaller sequence
sample. In particular His, Ile, Phe, Trp, and Tyr
previously had significant anticodon concentrations and
Ile and Arg previously were cited for exceptional codon
concentration in binding sites. Gln, again as before, has
no significant tendency to elevated triplet frequency.
There are three new results: first, that leucine now also
has no significant triplet concentration. Because the sin-
gle-leucine-binding RNA is unchanged in previous and
present tests, these changes are attributable to more
conservative site definition and statistical testing in the
present work. Second, Tyr codons narrowly miss sig-
nificance. Lastly, in a much larger set of binding site
sequences, an arginine anticodon (as well as codons) is
now seen unusually frequently in binding sites.
Two Kinds of Triplet Concentration
The changes cited in paragraph 2 simplify the overall
result; particularly the observation that a larger sample of
sites suggests that arginine sites contain both anticodons
and codons. There now appears to be no amino acid
associated with its codons only; either sites contain anti-
codons only (His, Phe, Trp, Tyr), or they contain both
kinds of triplet (Arg, Ile).
Sparseness of Triplet Usage
With this larger sample of sites, we attempt to resolve the
contributions of individual codons and anticodons
(Table 1). Our eight amino acids potentially employ 24
Table 1 Probabilities that cognate coding triplets are unconcentrated in sites
AA Sites/tot nt/site nt Codon PCodon Corr PCodon Comple anticodon PAnticodon Corr PAnticodon
Arg 34/1443/461 CGU 0.92 1 ACG 0.85 1
CGC 0.0014 0.017 GCG 0.0018 0.022
CGA 0.59 1 UCG 2.8 9 10-6 3.4 3 1025
CGG 3.4 9 10-4 4.0 3 1023 CCG 0.78 1
AGA 0.72 1 UCU 0.71 1
AGG 1.2 9 10-20 1.5 3 10219 CCU 0.71 1
Gln 2/156/42 CAA 0.042 0.16 UUG 0.97 1
CAG – – CUG 0.95 1
His 54/3644/969 CAU 0.87 1 AUG 0.010 0.039
CAC 0.12 0.40 GUG 1.6 3 10-8 6.4 3 1028
Ile 185/9915/2508 AUU 8.0 9 10-110 4.8 3 102109 AAU 1 1
AUC 1 1 GAU 1 1
AUA 1 1 UAU 3.2 3 10-131 1.9 3 102130
Leu 1/73/37 UUA 0.98 1 UAA – –
UUG 0.029 0.30 CAA 0.71 1
CUU – – AAG 0.95 1
CUC 0.99 1 GAG 0.25 0.97
CUA 0.30 0.99 UAG 0.006 0.07
CUG 0.30 0.99 CAG – –
Phe 2/160/35 UUU 0.98 1 AAA 0.012 0.047
UUC 0.98 1 GAA 5.5 9 10-5 2.2 3 1024
Trp 56/2889/763 UGG 1 1 CCA 2.7 9 10-13 5.5 3 10213
Tyr 3/271/130 UAU 0.026 0.10 AUA 6.0 9 10-6 2.4 3 1025
UAC 0.0041 0.016 GUA 0.0020 8.0 3 1023
Sum 337/18551/4945 PCodon = 5.3 9 10
-45 PAnticodon = 2.1 9 10
-46
P is the probability that cognate coding triplets are not elevated inside sites, compared to non-site nucleotides in the same molecule, using a two-
tailed G-test with the Williams correction. Corr P is this G-test probability with correction for multiple sampling across triplets (calculated using
Corr P = 1 – (1-P(single))N for N triplets for each amino acid). Corr P [ P because it is always more likely to find a relation in multiple trials.
A dash indicates that a triplet did not occur in the experimental sample. As before, we take Corr P B 0.01 to be significant deviation from a
uniform triplet distribution across a full set of triplets, and have emphasized these cases with bold face. PCodon and PAnticodon in the Sum line
reflect combined data for all codons or anticodons using Fisher’s method (Sokal and Rohlf 1995) for independent experiments, applied to G-test
probabilities for complete sets of triplets sought together in cognate sites
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codons and 24 complementary anticodons of the 64
potentially once devoted to amino acids. Of the possible
individual triplets, only 3 of 24 codons and 7 of 24 anti-
codons are significantly found within amino acid binding
sites. Thus use of triplets is sparse, as one might perhaps
expect—only certain triplet sequences (21% of total) occur
disproportionately within functional binding sites. We can
therefore name arginine CGG-AGG/UCG; histidine -/
GUG, isoleucine AUU/UAU, phenylalanine -/GAA, tryp-
tophan -/CCA, and tyrosine -/AUA-GUA as best candidate
codon/anticodons for participation in a stereochemical era
of genetic code assignments based on amino acid binding.
Negative Controls
For the same reason, at this higher level of resolution, we
repeat a conclusion drawn in paragraph #1 above: a majority
of these experiments (e.g., 79% of specific triplets) have
negative outcomes. These can be taken as negative controls,
suggesting that these procedures are not strongly biased to
find triplets in some profoundly cryptic way.
Two Kinds of Sparseness
Concentration on certain triplets can be explained in two
ways: firstly, for a hydrophobic amino acid like isoleucine,
with a single-ended polar profile, sites are of a small
number of kinds, and selections are invariably dominated
by variations of a single site, which can comprise 90% of
selected sequences in vitro (Legiewicz et al. 2005). Here
sparse and improbable triplet usage reflects the underlying
recurrence of a particular site sequence, because one par-
ticular site is more probable (more frequently isolated,
simpler) than others. A sparse result may have a different
status for easily interacting arginine, which possesses many
triplets embedded in many kinds of sites; so far, arginine
sites do not recur in independent selections. Amongst this
variety, the fact that 4 of 6 arginine codons and 5 of 6
arginine anticodons are not significantly concentrated in
sites (Table 1) supports the idea that selection experiments
discriminate between triplets that can easily participate
intimately in site structures and those that do so with dif-
ficulty. Of course, the same idea may explain isoleucine
site behavior, but the conclusion is less clear there.
Missing Triplets
The observed sparseness in stereochemical triplet usage
raises a further question: how did the missing 79% of
triplets (Table 1) enter the code? In looking for the answer,
we accept a stereochemical era, and peer through it to the
mechanisms behind its events. We still hold the opinion we
have expressed before (Yarus et al. 2005)—many triplets
probably were added to a stereochemical core by coevo-
lution with metabolism (Di Giulio 1999; Wong 1975), and
by adaptative selection to reduce the impact of errors
(Freeland and Hurst 1998). Both routes require a core of
codons (perhaps from stereochemistry), and both have
independent support: the intermediate misacylated amino-
acylated aa-tRNAs required by coevolution have been
detected (Sheppard et al. 2008), and the genetic code shows
persuasive evidence of optimization (Freeland et al. 2003).
We have explicitly shown that a stereochemical core is
quantitatively consistent with later code optimization
(Caporaso et al. 2005) and that triplet appearance and
adaptation are not causally interrelated.
We accept the suggestion (Koonin and Novozhilov
2008) that random assignments in the manner of Crick’s
‘‘frozen accident’’ (Crick 1968) are also consistent with
concurrent stereochemistry, co-evolution, and adaptation;
all four together may have shaped the ultimate ‘universal’
genetic code. Our best current summary of the implications
of these data relies on multiply recurring trends that are
unlikely to be radically revised by further experiments—a
majority (&6/8, Table 1) of amino acids appear to have
participated in a stereochemical era of coding assignment
based on RNA-binding sites (Table 1; (Yarus et al. 2005)),
but a minority (&10/48, Table 1) of codons and anticodons
for participating amino acids were directly assigned via
such stereochemical associations.
Stereochemistry and Complexity
Finally, it is sometimes thought to be surprising that amino
acids like arginine and tryptophan, which have complex
biosyntheses, are found to belong to the stereochemical
group. Confirmation of these prior assignments in a greatly
expanded analysis of these particular amino acids (Table 1)
resurrects this question. However, we do not think these
findings raise a new or difficult point. Firstly, replication of
RNAs accurately so as to preserve ribonucleotide sequen-
ces is among the logical necessities for the evolution of
coding and translation. Thus highly organized nucleotide
synthesis pathways and energy metabolism must have
existed in the environment that saw the development of
translation; it seems to add little new complexity to impute
a concurrent pathway for synthesis of arginine or trypto-
phan. Secondly, when little information is available it
seems to us particularly important to follow the data
(Table 1), rather than preconceptions for which experi-
mental evidence is absent.
The Overall Hypothesis
The overall probability that cognate codons are not con-
centrated in amino acid binding sites now can be estimated
426 J Mol Evol (2009) 69:406–429
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at 5.3 9 10-45; the probability that cognate anticodons are
distributed independently of amino acid sites is yet smaller
(c.f. Table 1), 2.1 9 10-46. Both kinds of unbiased triplet
distribution are vanishingly improbable, by R.A. Fisher’s
method for combining independent experiments. Because
what is combined in these calculations are probabilities for
different sets of triplets in different molecular site popu-
lations, the underlying numbers are definitively indepen-
dent, as required for the conclusion. Thus, there is no doubt
that cognate coding triplets are disproportionately present
in the simplest RNA-binding sites for amino acids.
Specific Criticism
Ellington (Ellington et al. 2000) has criticized a prior
analysis. However, (1) this criticism applied only to work
on an initial set of arginine sites, which has been greatly
expanded. Even on that narrow basis it is not self-evidently
correct (Knight and Landweber 2000). (2) Statistical crit-
icism relied on tests that did not evaluate the essential idea
that predictable triplet nucleotide sequences should appear
in binding sites. (3) Some criticism was based on results
with arginine peptides—as seen in parts I and II, peptides
necessarily present a unique single-ended polar profile to
RNA, and thus do not appear the same to RNA as free
arginine.
(Koonin and Novozhilov 2008) seemed also to rely on
arginine results alone, and were apparently under the
impression that RNA–amino acid interaction is too weak to
be evolutionarily functional. This completely mistakes the
data, summarized in Part II of this review. It appears to us
that thus far, no critic has tried to grapple with the breadth,
robustness, or variety of amino acids in which code triplets
and cognate RNA sites have now been found to be
interlinked.
Part IV: A Model
We close with a model for coded peptide biosynthesis that
incorporates these expanded amino acid site data, and also
seems consistent with all that is known about RNA par-
ticipation in translation. The result is an updated form of
the DRT (Yarus 1998), or Direct RNA Template model.
In Fig. 7, panel A is a proposed primordial translation
template, on which specific activated amino acids align for
polymerization by binding directly to specific sites. Car-
boxyl activating groups (small dark circles) allow amino
acid polymerization to yield a particular ordered (encoded)
peptide. A monolithic DRT is shown, but it could also be
composed of subunits, as RNA readily self-assembles into
arrays (Jaeger et al. 2001).
Figure 7, panel B shows a possible evolving DRT sys-
tem, which takes a step toward modern indirect coding by
employing an RNA (tRNA-like) intermediate. The aa–
RNA is elaborated from the original ribose or nucleotide
activating group by incorporating a fragment of the DRT
that includes the anticodon. This step would likely be first
taken by amino acids whose sites have an unanticipated
property emphasized by this present work; they incorporate
both codons and anticodons at improbably high frequen-
cies. Though Table 1 presents the aggregate data summa-
rized over many sites, individual sequences like the arg #2
motif of Connell (Connell et al. 1993) do contain a com-
plementary arginine CGG/CCG codon/anticodon pair.
Thus the required informational materials to separate the
Fig. 7 A DRT (Direct RNA Template) model for the origin of coded
translation. antic Anticodon, hemiDRT partially direct template,
riboribosome RNA that hosts multiple encoded aminoacid polymer-
izations via codon–anticodon base pairing. Intermediate-sized shaded
circles, squares, and triangles are particular amino acids, which are
carboxyl-activated by a good leaving group (small dark circles). In
the preferred form of DRT, activation in panel A is via esterification
to ribose, adenosine, or AMP
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coding and anticoding functions preexist together. In panel
B, the ‘‘escape’’ from initial binding function into nucleic
acid coding function predicted in the ‘‘escaped triplet
hypothesis’’ has occurred (Yarus et al. 2005). Escape can
occur simply, without having to first invent a base-pairing
RNA template (mRNA), as illustrated in panel B. It seems
plausible, as (Szathma´ry 1999) has suggested, that escape
could also be selected for functional reasons independent
of, and in addition to coding.
Figure 7, panel C illustrates the later transition to a
uniform version of modern indirect coding. There is now a
separate primitive mRNA, as well as activated forms of all
amino acids associated with their anticodons (primitive aa-
tRNAs). The larger part of the RNA holds these reactants
and may have taken on other RNA functions, for example,
that of peptidyl transferase (Nissen et al. 2000), to become
a riboribosome.
There are substantial arguments in favor of updated
DRT.
1. All chemistry that would be required for the Fig. 7
pathway, not just coding, is already known to be within
the repertoire of small RNAs. Active RNAs that
perform all translational reactions, or models of them,
have been selected or are known (Yarus 2001).
However and in particular, new data presented in this
chapter on amino acid binding sites are consistent with
and congenial to the DRT. A particular example is the
definition of frequent, simple single-ended amino acid
binding sites, whose focus on affinity for side chain
atoms frees a-carbon substituents for the posited
peptide forming reactions (Fig. 7).
2. The proposed DRT system of panel A suggests an
exceedingly simple start point for the appearance of a
primitive coding system, which would be of advantage
in a primordial, barely controlled environment. Only
two reactants, activated amino acids and the DRT
itself, are initially required for useful translation.
3. The DRT model shows how accurately coded peptides
of some complexity can appear before and without
translocation, the most complex activity occurring on
modern ribosomes.
4. Amino acid binding data and the consequent DRT
model include an unexpected fraction of the modern
coding apparatus even at the dawn of coding. The
potential antecedents of the mRNA (codons), the
tRNA (anticodons), and ribosome (the DRT) all exist
in binding sites from the outset, facilitating evolution
toward a modern system. The resulting transition to
aa–RNA-mediated translation (panels 7 B & C) is
plausibly selected because it enables all amino acids to
be encoded without special chemistries to deal with
unique RNA binding structures for every amino acid
(see Part II, above). Using aminoacyl-RNAs instead of
direct amino acid affinity, a single optimized molec-
ular translation protocol can evolve for all amino acid
side chains.
RNAs observably bind many (and may bind nearly all)
biological amino acids with a simple chemical logic,
approximated here in the polar profile. Binding is suffi-
ciently strong and specific that it is easy to envision both
easy initiation of coded peptide synthesis, as well as a
continuous and plausible route therefrom, leading to
modern translation. The success of experiments linking
RNA chemistry to coding offers Bayesian support for the
RNA world (Yarus 2001) and for the evolution of trans-
lation therein (Yarus et al. 2005). A salient problem now
appears to be envisioning and testing an RNA- or RNA
plus peptide-mediated fission of the DRT, as is required for
the DRT progression of Fig. 7.
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